[Comparison of biochemical and Doppler sonographic monitoring of high-risk pregnancies].
We performed in 113 patients at least three simultaneous determinations of serum-HPL and oestriol in 24-hour urine samples, as well as Doppler flow studies at the arcuate artery (AA), umbilical artery (UA), foetal aorta and internal carotid, because of suspicion of IUGR. The diagnostic value was studied with regard to IUGR, placental weight and mode of delivery. Concerning the detection of IUGR, the superiority of Doppler parameters (AA, UA) is shown. In the total number of patients, the rates for sensitivity and specificity for UA (78/91%) and AA (58/89%) exceed the hormone parameters. Oestriol, in particular, (13/63%) shows a marked difference, but even HPL (37/63%) cannot compete with respect to diagnostic value.